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1.  Let x= the number of dollars that Captain Crook made in his third year. 
     30000 – 5000 + x = 52000 
                 25000 + x = 52000 
                               x = 27000 

27000 

2.  Average number of coins = (total number of coins)/number of crewmen 

     31550
40

1262000

40

)120000(16)30000(19)100000(5
Avg ==++=  31550 

3.  In the first 5 hours Silver Beard paints 1/6 of the ship, so he paints 1/30 of the ship per hour.  On his own he 
paints 1/6 of the ship and he paints 2/30 of the ship while painting with the crew.  The crew paints all of the ship 

that Silver Beard does not, so:  
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4.  Find the sum.  Multiply by the GCF of 3012 and 3018. Then add second year (3018). So: 
( )( ) 3018681032103 ++++++++  

 312630181083018)6)(18( =+=+  
3126 

 
5.   Year Cn-2 Cn-1 Cn-2(Cn-1-

Cn-2) 
Cn 

1  
 - 

- - 3 

2 - 3 - 7 

3 3 7 3(7-3) 12 

4 7 12 7(12-7) 35 

5 12 35 12(35-12) 276 

6 35 276 35(276-35) 8345 

8159 

6.  Let x be the number of coins per share. 
5775)603029...321( ==++++++ totalx  

Find the sum of 1 to 30 and add 60. 

( ) 5256046560
2
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Find the number of coins per share. 
5775525 =x , so 11=x  

Now multiply the number of coins per share times the number of shares that Silver Beard gets. 
( )( ) 6606011 =  

660 

7.  Subtract out the men he trusts and you get 25 men.  Order does not matter, so 525C  or 53130
5

25
=








. 53130 

8.  C.C.=344000(his claim)-280000(claimed by all 3)=64000, S.B.=351000(his claim)-280000(claimed by all 
3)=71000, B.S.=362000(his claim)-280000(claimed by all 3)=82000 
           64000+71000+82000=217000 (claims not including the claim to all 3) 
           217000+280000=497000 (total claims to coins) 
           497000(claims)-420000(number of coins)=77000 (claimed by 2) 
           280000(claimed by all 3)+77000(claimed by 2)=357000 (claimed by more than one) 
           420000(total)-357000(claimed by more than one)=63000 (undisputed coins) 

 
OR 
  
Create a Venn diagram: 
Total =a+b+c+d+e+f+g=420,000 

63000 

Subtract year six’s total from year five’s total to find the number that joined in year 
six.  834 – 276 = 8159. 

Captain Crook 



Captain Crook’s=a+d+f+g=344,000 
Silver Beard’s=b+d+e+g=351,000 
Black Sparrow’s=c+e+f+g=362,000 
All 3 claim= (420,000)=280,000=g 

a+b+c+d+e+f=420,000-280,000=140,000 
I)    a+d+f=344,000-g=344,000-288,000=64,000 
II)   b+d+e=351,000-g=351,000-288,000=71,000 
III)  c+f+e=362,000-g=362,000-288,000=82,000 
The sum of I, II, and III is the sum of the claims to the coins that are claimed once or twice.  The 140,000 coins are 
the number of coins that are claimed, so the difference is the number of coins that are counted, claimed twice. 
(a+d+f)+ (b+d+e)+(c+f+e)=a+b+c+2d+2e+2f=64,000+71,000+82,000=217,000 
217,000-140,000=77,000 claimed twice. 
Total (not claimed by all 3) minus claimed twice=140,000-77,000=63,000 
9.  40817400 =++  

The ratio means that for every 408 money pieces there are 400 gold, 7 silver, and 1 paper.  12
408

4896=  

So (12)(400 gold coins)= 4800 gold coins, (12)(7 silver coins)=84 silver coins, and (12)(1 paper dollars)=12 paper 
dollars.  Convert to paper:  4800 gold=19200 paper dollars, 84 silver=252 paper dollars and 12 paper dollars=12 
paper dollars.   
Add:  19200+252+12=19464 paper dollars.  Convert to gold:  19464/4=4866 gold 
(Note: the conversion to paper appears to be the easiest based on the given, but converting to silver and gold would 
work also.) 

4866 

10.  52
7

365 = Remainder 1 and 52
7

366 = R 2 (leap year).  That leaves a remainder of 5 between leap days and a 

remainder of 0 is required to make it the same day of the week.  It takes 7 cycles (7)(5)=35 to get a remainder of 0.  
7*4=28 years and to get to the 3rd meeting you add (2)(28)=56 years to 3020 to get 3076. 

3076 

11.  We must find the number of distinct arrangements of the 11 letters, which is ( )( )( )!2!2!2

!11
.  In order for the ship’s 

name to be two words, we must now add a space in one of 10 possible positions, so the number of arrangements 

now becomes ( )( )( ) 10
!2!2!2

!11 × .  The final step is to subtract one from this value because the problem states that 

different name is required, so the final number of arrangements is ( )( )( ) 110
!2!2!2

!11 −× , or 49,895,999. 

49,895,999 

12.  The number of planets is equal to 1+2+3…+26+27 or ( )271
2

27 + or (27)(14)=378.  So the number of artifacts 

taken from planets will be (378)(3) = 1134 artifacts.   Let galaxy 1 have 1 planet with one moon, galaxy 2 have 2 
planets, the first having one moon and the second having two moons. 
 
Galaxy        Planets         Moons       Total moons starting with G1 
G1               1                  1                            1 
G2               2                  3                            4 
G3               3                  6                           10 
G4               4                 10                          20 
G5               5                 15                          35 
 
Gn               n                                         32n C+  

 
G27        27 planets                                329C  

 
The numbers in Pascal’s Triangle are equal to the sum of the numbers above it; therefore, to find the number of 
moons go to the fourth 1 on Pascal’s Triangle and follow that diagonal down to the 27th term which will equal the 
number of moons and use combinations to find the number. 329C  or 2629C  to find the number of moons. 

365491429
123

272829 =××=








××
××

moons.  (3654)(1)=3654 artifacts.  1134 + 3654 = 4788 

4788 
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